Civil War Museum
We have been learning about the Civil War in class. The problem is that there is
so much information that can be learned, but only a certain amount of class time
that we can spend on investigating it all. I am hoping we can all pull together,
work hard, and contribute our learning with each other through a Civil War
Museum. This project will allow students to spend time on one component of the
Civil War that interest them. Perhaps one war can lead to a map-making project
or a display of food typically eaten by soldiers. The possibilities are endless! I
am rather open on just about anything, so long as it enriches our understanding
of this time period and it is meaningful. You will, however, need something that
stands and makes sense on its own out in the hall. That’s about it. What’s your
plan? Here are the minimum guidelines. My general expectations is high, but as
long as you do your best (and forget the rest) you should be fine.
Civil War Assignment Rubric
Check off the requirements below to self-evaluate before you hand in your assignment.
Requirement

Points Possible

Self-Evaluation

Teacher Evaluation

Name and a clear title (that allows us to know
5
what your project/work is about)
Clear labeling and/or identification of items.
5
Reliable sources used for research, credit given › 20
Oral presentation (quick, easy, no fuss, but be
15
able to explain your work to others)
The project was completed on time.
15
Civil War language and terminology used
10
Neatness
10
Interest- I enjoyed creating this project and it
shows. I found a component of the Civil War that 20
really interested me.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please sign cut and return. We, the student and the parent/guardian have read the above directions. We know that we
should NOT spend a lot of money on this project.It is due no later than November 23. Thank you!
Parent Signature __________________________________________
Student Signature _________________________________________

